ELECTRónica de Precisión

ABOUT US

More than 60 years of providing innovative solutions to our customers.

Creating electro-mechanical and electronic components since 1953.

Mission

Values

CUSTOM DESIGN

Electrónica de Precisión develops,
manufactures and supplies
customised technological solutions
of electro-mechanical and electronic
components to manufacturers
of machines, appliances and
equipment, while maintaining the
highest respect for the environment.
The company provides its services
to, among others, manufacturers
of electrical appliances, leisure
equipment, lifting and moving
equipment and automotive
components in Europe and North
Africa.

Commitment to the customer.
To know for each project that
is developed for a customer or
market, the needs of the customer
or market, to make them our
own and to work hard to provide
excellent products and services.

Electrónica de Precisión specialises in the development and manufacturing of custom designed products,
providing the ideal solution for each of its customers.
The company is extremely diligent in all of its developments, being very much aware of its customers’ requirements: functionality, quality and productivity. It has a
laboratory for carrying out tests in accordance with the
various standards and manufactures prototypes with a
3D printer.

Its precision products must meet
the expectations of its customers,
enable collaborators and
shareholders to be remunerated
adequately and guarantee, through
the company’s high standards for
achievement, its future as a human
team.

Vision
Focusing on innovation, development and value creation, in close
collaboration with customers and
their needs, Electrónica de Precisión
aims to be the leading provider of
personalised solutions.

Professionalism. Electrónica
de Precisión works quickly and
rigorously and pursues continual
improvement. It fosters efficiency
and order.
Committed to achieving results.
The company focuses on achieving
the economic objectives of the
business project and profitability for
shareholders.
Team spirit. Electrónica de Precisión
creates a respectful work environment that is based on working in a
team, professional development,
cohesion and communication.
Precision. The company is aware
of the precision required for each
product and measures it in order to
improve.

Albert rohmund
Director General

EXTENSIVE RANGE OF SOLUTIONS
Electrónica de Precisión focuses on offering its solutions
to several important markets, although these are not the
only markets. Manufacturers of white goods, electrical
material for installations, auxiliary manufacturers for the
automotive sector and for lifting and moving equipment.

PRODUCTION IN EUROPE
The company has two production centres; the first is
2,000 m² located in Castellbisbal (Barcelona, Spain) and
the second is 1,200 m² in Pécel (Budapest, Hungary).

QUALITY SYSTEM
Electrónica de Precisión’s quality system is aimed at
prevention through the use of various tools, applied
in the product development phases, planning the
highest level of quality and focusing on continuous
improvement.
These quality methods and tools are applied from the
product development phase. FMEA is used in advanced
quality planning for processes and products. Statistical
techniques used in production process control, as
well as special quality analysis technique for deciding
necessary changes by identifying possible failures.
The company’s quality system has been certified by the
competent authorities pursuant to the most current ISO
9001 standard since 1995 and at the end of 2015 will
also be ISO TS 16949 compliant.
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MANUFACTURE
Extensive experience and a proven track record in manufacturing electromechanical and electronic components for a broad range of markets.

Workshop
Manufacturing of tools and moulds
in a mechanical workshop

Cable harness

Assembly

Production of cable harness

Component assembly.

WELDING

WELDING

Manual soldering

SMD components assembling

TAMPON PRINTING

SPLICING

Manufacturing parts using tampon printing.

Splicing of cables with neons + LEDs.

Thermoplastic materials
Manufacturing of thermoplastic
parts (PBT, PC, PESU, PA).

Injection
Plastic injection machines.
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Solutions
home appliances
Cooking, refrigeration, washing
Electrónica de Precisión offers customised solutions for
food preparation, food conservation, wet appliances
(washing machines, dishwashers and clothes dryers) and
other electrical appliances.
The company ensures its customers’ electrical
appliances are distinguished for their design and
functionality with custom developed backlighting,
LED lighting, button pads, switches and indicators for
appliances.

UNLIMITED CREATIVITY
There is no limit to the design of standard
products. Customised solutions are offered
to perfectly combine with innovative design
and not to limit creativity in the design of
new electrical appliances.

Small household appliances
Electrónica de Precisión expands its design perspectives
to customised solutions for small electrical appliances
such as coffee makers, grills, food processors, juicing appliances and many others.
Innovation is brought to its customers’ design through
Electrónica de Precisión’s solutions of backlighting, LED
lighting and button pads customised to each appliance.

Extractor cooker hoods
The company offers customised solution of unique control panels for extractor hoods.
The product is distinguished for its design and functionalities with panels, buttons and indicators developed by
their manufacturer’s custom solutions partner.
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Solutions
electric equipment

Solutions
automotive and vehicles
Electric equipment

Automotive

Electrónica de Precision offers solutions that are
customised in close collaboration with manufacturers
of electrical equipment in order to incorporate LED
backlighting into their mechanisms (switches, power
plugs, lighting points).

Electrónica de Precision offers solutions that are
customised in collaboration with its customers for
injection parts in technical materials (PC, PBT, PA), as well
as electro-mechanical and electronic parts.

The company manufactures these products completely
(electronic circuit with contacts and thermoplastic parts).

HEAVY vehicles
In collaboration with its customers, the company develops cabling sets with LED lighting points, switches, USB
plugs as well as backlighting and courtesy lights.

Through hole or SMD
Working in collaboration with customers, Electrónica de
Precision develops electronic circuits with Through hole
and SMD technology for backlighting as well as lighting
points.

MOTORBIKES AND BICYCLES
Customised solutions in collaboration with customers on
LED sets including cabling.

USB, Minijack, RCA, ...
The company works with customers to develop
electronic circuits with various connectors such as USB,
minijack and RCA, and supplies them complete, including
thermoplastic parts, cables and terminals.
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SOLUTIONS
MOVING AND LIFTING

SOLUTIONS
LEISURE AND VENDING

In collaboration with its customers in the sector,
Electrónica de Precision develops electro-mechanical
and electronic sets, personalised for every customer,
for example emergency lights, cabin lighting, illuminated
alert points, courtesy lights, all based on LEDs with pushbutton as well as touch controlled electro-mechanical
action.
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Electrónica de Precisión offers custom solutions in
collaboration with manufacturers of equipment and
machines for leisure and vending.
For example, injection parts in technical materials (PC,
PBT, PA 66), cabling, backlighting, push buttons, LED
lighting points, LED control panel lighting.
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Barcelona, España

Budapest, Hungary

Carrer Ginesta nº 4
Polígono Industrial Santa Rita
08755 Castellbisbal
Barcelona (Spain)

Határ út.3
2119 Pécel
Budapest (Hungary)

Tel: (+34) 93 774 69 10
Fax: (+34) 93 774 65 00
e-mail: epsa@edep.com
web: www.edep.com

Tel: (+36) 285 480 90
Fax: (+36) 285 480 91
e-mail: zoltan@edep.com

